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appear in favour of -es as early as the reign of Nero. But it is
still preserved in Pontus as well as in Ikaria, and sometimes
in Chios and Rhodes: in these islands it is still distinguished
from the -€$• of the nominative.1   To take another example;
the velar consonants k and x began very early to acquire a
palatal sound before e and z, and the earliness of this change
is attested by its spread over the whole area of modern
Greek excepting the island of Therasia and certain villages
in Karpathos.   In these places there has never been any
palatalization, and the old velar sounds of k and x are pre-
served throughout, so that the k in, for example, kq^ has the
same sound as the k in /cawo.2 Again, at least as early as the
eleventh century, the feminine plural of the article followed
the masculine, and for ol9 at we have o£3 oly pronounced i\ but
in the Terra d'Otranto villages the at has been kept and the
plural runs masculine *'; feminine <?, and the only difference
from ancient Greek is that the neuter is not rd but a.3  It is
interesting to note that in Kastellorrhizo there has been a level-
ling change in the opposite direction and at, so far from dis-
appearing, now serves for both masculine and feminine and
for both numbers.4 As a last example, an accented / before
another vowel now, as a rule, throws the accent on to the
second vowel, so that, for example, ira£ta is pronounced TrcuSta.
But in Terra d'Otranto, in Pontus, and in certain districts
which fringe mainland Greece—Athens in its old dialect,
Megara, Aegina, Mani, and in some of the Ionian islands—
we still have the old accentuation m&ta. preserved.5 This shift
of accent cannot, so far as I know, be dated, but it is certainly
old enough to have formed a distinction between dialects in
the Byzantine age.   And these * fringe' dialects still resist to
some extent the itacism which marks modern Greek, for in
1	For the significance of several of these dialectical variations see Hatzidakis in
Mea. k. Wa 'EAA-, vol. i, p. 3815 vol. ii, p. 438.
 2	Mix*nM&ns-Nov&Pt>s9 Ar^orLKa <rpayorf8ia KapirdBov (Athens, 1928), pp. 13,14,
with a review in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, vol. xlviii, p. 249-
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